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1 A puzzle about pronoun binding

1.1 Background - pronoun binding 101

(1) a. Every/no female student submitted her paper. her: ✓referential, ✓bound
b. Only/Even Ann submitted her paper. her: ✓referential, ✓bound

• I will call cases like (1a) under the bound variable interpretation regular binding, and cases like (1b)
under the bound interpretation focus binding.

1.2 Extraction in regular binding still allows a bound reading

• In regular binding, it is famously possible to get a bound reading even if the pronoun is extracted
outside the surface scope of its associated quantifier, e.g. (2a).

(2) a. Which of her1 papers did every/no female student1 submit? (✓ bound pronoun)
b. what is the function f⟨e,e⟩ from female students to their papers such that every/no x submitted f (x)?

• Semantically speaking, as the paraphrase in (2b) reveals, these are instances of functional readings
(Jacobson, 1994; Engdahl, 1986; Heim, 2012, a.o.). Both the pronoun and the argument of the
relevant function are bound by the DP quantifier.

1.3 ... But extraction in focus binding doesn’t!

• We observe that no bound interpretation is permitted when the same extraction manipulation is
performed on the focus binding construction in (1b), i.e. in the case of only:

(3) a. # Which of her1 papers did [only Ann]1 submit? (8 bound pronoun)
b. *what is the function f⟨e,e⟩ from individuals to their papers s.t. no x other than Ann submitted f (x)?

• To see this, consider the scenario in (4) which naturally supports a functional reading of the ques-
tions below it.

*This is work in progress. For very helpful comments and suggestions I would like to thank Danny Fox, Roger Schwartzschild,
Roni Katzir, Nick Longenbaugh, Ezer Rasin, Michael Kenstowicz, and the participants in the fall 2016 class of ”workshop in
linguistics” at MIT. Errors are my own.
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(4) Context: Ann, Betty and Carla are grad students in linguistics. Last year they were each required
to write 3 (individual) papers - one in phonology, one in syntax and one in semantics. They
were encouraged by the department to submit any of their papers to conferences. Ann was very
confident in herself, so she submitted all her three papers. Betty submitted her phonology and
syntax papers, but not her semantics; and Carla submitted only her phonology paper.

Table 1: Papers and Conferences

Student Paper submit to a conference?

Ann

phonology ✓
syntax ✓

semantics ✓

Betty

phonology ✓
syntax ✓

semantics 8

Carla

phonology ✓
syntax 8

semantics 8

(5) Which of her papers did every female student submit to a conference?
-Her phonology paper.

(6) # Which of her papers did only Ann submit to a conference?
* -Her semantics paper (= the target of the bound interpretation, see paraphrase in (3))

• The ony possible interpretation for the question in (6) is one where the pronoun is referential. Since
this meaning clashes with world knowledge (normally people can’t submit other people’s papers
to conferences), the question sounds weird.

• wh-questions are not the only extraction construction that manifests the phenomenon:

(7) Pronoun extraction in regular binding:

a. Bill asked which of her1 papers every girl1 submitted to a conference. (wh-question)
b. Her1 phonology paper - every girl1 submitted to a conference. (Topicalization)
c. The paper of hers1 that every girl1 submitted was in phonology. (Relative Clause)
d. It is her1 phonology paper that every girl1 submitted. (Cleft)

(8) Pronoun extraction in focus binding ( # marks that the pronoun can only be referential):

a. # Bill asked which of her1 papers only Ann1 submitted to a conference. (wh-question)
b. # Her1 phonology paper - only Ann1 submitted to a conference. (Topicalization)
c. # The paper of hers1 that only Ann1 submitted was in phonology. (Relative Clause)
d. # It is her1 phonology paper that only Ann1 submitted. (Cleft)
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Empirical Generalization (first version): A pronoun bound by a DP associating with only cannot be
extracted out of the c-command domain of only/the DP.

• The empirical picture with even isn’t as clear as it is with only. For some speakers even behaves
exactly like only, although others find it possible to get the bound interpretation for an extracted
pronoun in (9).

(9) Additional context: Compared to the all other students in class, Carla is very unconfident of
herself. She rarely ever submits her papers to conferences, and we learned not to expect her to.
But to our surprise it turns out that specifically this year, there was one topic she did submit her
paper in, and we want to find out which one it is.

a. ? Which of her papers did even Carla submit to a conference?
b. ? the paper of hers that even Carla submitted to a conference was her phonology paper.
c. ? It is her phonology paper that even Carla submitted to a conference.

• But even those who accept the bound reading of (9) don’t get it in (10).

(10) a. Context: I’m talking about my male friends and the girls they dated in highschool.
The woman he dated in highschool - every friend of mine ended up marrying. (✓bound)

b. Further context: Billy really had a bad relationship with his girlfriend in highschool. No
one expected him to end up marring her.
# The woman he dated in highschool - even Billy ended up marrying. (8 bound)

• I tentatively conclude that even behaves like only, and that further investigation is required to
understand the governing factors behind some people’s intuition in (9).

• Furthermore, I will take it as a working hypothesis that the emprical generalization extends to all
cases of focus sensitive operators ( though I haven’t investigated other focus sensitive expressions
beyond even and only).

Empirical Generalization (final): A pronoun bound by a DP associating with a focus sensitive O
operator cannot be extracted out of the c-command domain of O/the DP.

• However, from hereon all my examples of focus binding will be with only.

1.4 Only does not block reconstruction across the board

• One might try to argue that the reason for the diverging behavior between regular and focus
binding is that in order for a extracted pronoun to be interpreted as bound it must reconstruct at
LF to its base position (Heim, 2012, e.g.), and that for some unknown reason such reconstruction
is blocked across only DP.

• This explanation would face dificulties in light of (11) below, which shows that pronoun recon-
struction is still available as long as the binder is not only DP itself.

(11) Context: Bill wants every female student1 to submit her1 phonology paper; John wants every
female student1 to submitt her1 phonology and syntax paper.

a. Which of her1 papers does only John want every female student1 to submit to a conference?
(✓ bound interpretation)
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2 What’s going on? A preliminary proposal

• I suggest that what the contrast in extraction patterns between (7) and (8) teaches us is that:

(i) Focus binding is represented in the grammar differently from regular binding (syntactically
and/or semantically); and

(ii) There is some restriction imposed only on the representation of focus binding which explains
the impossibility of bound interpretation in (8).

• I will propose a way to make sense of (i), following the framework of focus interpretation devel-
oped in Kratzer (1991).

• Ideally, given a suitable story for (i), (ii) should follow from the semantics alone (e.g. from what
we know about the interpretation of movement chains and maybe of functional readings).

• Unfortunately, my attempts to develop a (purely) semantic story of this kind have not been too
fruitful so far.

• I will thus lay out a ”PFy” account for (ii), which doesn’t do a lot more than encoding the facts.

2.1 The idea in a nutshell

• Binding in focus constructions is represented obligatorily by F-coindexation.

• There’s a restriction on F-coindexation that effectively says that two F-coidexed elements cannot
be pronounced (if they are pronounced) in different Focus Domains.

• In a little more detail...

2.2 Focus Binding as F-coindexation

• Kratzer (1991) develops and motivates a theory of focus interpretation which, instead of keeping
track of alternative propositions in the familiar way (Rooth, 1992), keeps tracks of special variable
assignments which assign denotation to distinguished F-variables. The mechanism:

– Focused-marked constituents bear an indexed Fi variable.

– Every constituent receives two denotations: its regular one and another one relative to a
special focus-variable assignment, h.

– h only looks at F-indices, and maps them to denotations.

– Different h’s map the same F-variable to different alternative denotations.

– Focus sensitive operators quantify over different (contextually supplied) h’s.

• A sketch of the semantic rules (from Schwarzschild 1999; see appendix for more detailed version):

(12) If α is F-marked, then

a. JαFiKg,h = h(Fi)

b. JαFiKg = JαKg

(13) If α has no F-marking, then

a. JαKg,h = JαKg if α is not complex.
b. if α has components β1...βn, then JαKg,h is the result of applying the semantic rule for α toJβ1Kg,h... JβnKg,h
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• As Beaver and Clark (2008) note, this framework is suitable for encoding binding dependencies in
focus constructions.

• The idea is that Focus binding can simply be encoded as F-coindexation.

• As a sketch, consider the possible LF representation in (14a) for only Ann submitted her phonology
paper and the rough denotations of the prejacent of only in (14b) and of the whole sentence in (15):

(14) a. Only [β AnnFi submitted herFi phonology paper]
b. JβKg = Ann submitted Ann’s phonology paperJβKg,h = h(Fi) submitted h(Fi)’s phonology paper

(15) J(14a)Kg = Ann submitted Ann’s phonology paper ∧
¬ h1(Fi) submitted h1(Fi)’s phonology paper ∧
¬ h2(Fi) submitted h2(Fi)’s phonology paper ∧
...

= Ann submitted Ann’s phonology paper ∧
¬ Betty submitted Betty’s phonology paper ∧
¬ Carla submitted Carla’s phonology paper ∧
...

(Assuming that h1(Fi) = betty and h2(Fi) = carla).

• I propose that F-coindexation is required as the means to achieve binding in focus constructions;
i.e., it is not possible to just employ ”normal” coindexation and abstraction1.

• To motivate this requirement, I adopt a version of Heim (2008) Feature Transmission Rule:

(16) Feature Transmission Under Variable Binding: If α binds β (i.e. if β is c-commanded by α’s trace),
features on α must be copied onto β.

.

• If F-indices are features on F-marked constituents, (16) then makes sure that F-features are obliga-
torily transferred to a bound pronoun.

(17) a. Base generation:
onlyC [ ∼C Ann1,F2 submitted her1 phonology paper]

b. Binding:
onlyC [ ∼C AnnF2 λ1 t1 submitted her1 phonology paper]

c. Obligatory F-feature Transmission:
onlyC [ ∼C AnnF2 λ1 t1 submitted her1,F2 phonology paper]

• The appendix verifies that (17c)’s interpretation is essentially what’s shown in (15).

• So the representation of Focus binding is necessarily different from regular binding.

1 There’s a question that I will leave here for future inquiry, namely what needs to be said about the mappind between Focus
marking and prosody in a system that makes use of F-variables. In the sentence (14a), for instance, the pronoun doesn’t show any
signs of being stressed. For now, I stipulate that two F-coindexed constituents that stand in C-command relation are associated
with one and the same stress).

(i) F-indexing rule: If two or more constituents are F-coindexed and one c-commands the other, only the higher one gets
assigned stress.

It is worth noting that the question of the syntax-prosody mapping also is general to other systems that make use of F-variables,
e.g. Kratzer (1991); Erlewine (2014).
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2.3 A PF constraint on F-coindexed elements

• Finally, I stipulate the following:

(18) PF constraint on F-coindexed elements: F-coindexed constituents must be pronounced in
the c-command domain of the Focus-sensitive operator that associates with them2.

• (18) does the crucial work in deriving the core empirical generaliztion I’m concerned with.

• It prevents a bound interpretation In (3), for instance, because in order for binding to take place the
pronoun must (by hypothesis) be F-coindexed with its binder, but the pronoun isn’t pronounced
in the c-command of it’s associating only, violating (18).

• This is admittedly a stipulation, and must be derived from more basic principles.

• In closing, however, I would like to point out that the system predicts that even in focus binding
constructions, an extracted pronoun can be interpreted as bound as long as both the pronoun and
its binder are both pronounced in the c-command domain of their associating operator. This
prediction is borne out:

(19) I only know which of her1 papers ANN1 submitted (✓ pronoun bound)

2This presupposes a suitable definition of what it means for a focus-sensitive operator to ”associate” with a constituent. Here
I assume that an operator O associates with F-marked constituents {A,B...} if O c-commands {A,B...} and there is no closer focus
sensitive operator O’ that c-commands them (i.e. no other focus semsitive operators can ”intervene”, in the sense of Beck 2006).
More work is needed to determine if this is doesn’t over/undergenerate.
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Appendix: Illustration of the Semantics

(20) If α is F-marked, then

a. JαFiKg,h = h(Fi)

b. JαFiKg = JαKg

(21) If α has no F-marking, then

a. if α is not complex, JαKg,h = JαKg

b. Functional Application: If α = [β γ] and JβKg is a function whose domain includes JγKg, then
(i) JαKg = JβKg(JγKg)

(ii) JαKg,h = JβKg,h(JγKg,h)

c. Predicate Abstraction: If α = [λi β], then
(i) JαKg = λx.JβKg[x/i]

(ii) JαKg,h = λx.JβKg[x/i],h

(22) Squiggle: If α = [∼Ci β], then:

a. JαKg is only defined if g(Ci) ⊆
{JβKg,h′ : h′ is a (total) Focus-variable assignment

}
and JβKg,h0 ∈ g(Ci)

3

b. If defined, then
(i) JαKg = JβKg

(ii) JαKg,h = JαKg

(23) JonlyKg = λC.λp : p = 1. ∀q ∈ C[pˆ⇏qˆ → q=0]

3Convention: h0 is the focus-variable assignment which ”ignores” F-marking, i.e. JXKg,h0 = JXKg for every X.
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2.4 Derivation

(24) IPs

only C7
IPH

∼C7 IP

DPF2

Ann

I’H

λ1 I’

t1 VP

V

submit

DP

her1, F2
NP

phonology paper

(25) a. Jher1, F2Kg = g(1)Jher1, F2Kg,h = h(F2)

b. JI’Kg = g(1) submitted g(1)’s phonology paperJI’Kg,h = g(1) submitted h(F2)’s phonology paper
c. JI’HKg = λx. x submitted x’s phonology paperJI’HKg,h = λx. x submitted h(F2)’s phonology paper
d. JIPKg = Ann submitted Ann’s phonology paperJIPKg,h = h(F2) submitted h(F2)’s phonology paper
e. JIPHKg is only defined if

g(C7) ⊆
{

h(F2) submitted h(F2)’s phonology paper: h is a Focus-variable assignment
}

.
If defined, JIPHKg = Ann submitted Ann’s phonology paper.JIPHKg,h = JIPHKg = Ann submitted Ann’s phonology paper

f. JIPsKg is only defined if:
(i) g(C7) ⊆

{
h′(F2) submitted h(F2)’s phonology paper: h′ is a Focus-variable assignment

}
(ii) Ann submitted Ann’s phonology paper.
If defined, JIPsKg = 1 iff ∀q ∈ C[that Ann submitted Ann’s phonology paper ⇏qˆ → q=0]

iff ¬ Betty submitted Betty’s phonology paper
¬ Carla submitted Carla’s phonology paper
¬ ...
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3 Aftermath

3.1 Interesting observations from Roger

1. It looks like when there’s no overt pronoun, functional (or is it ”functional”?) readings are possible:

• (Context: talking about the soldiers in the army battalion, who are required to leave their gun
somewhere safe inside their house. It turned out that John was unique in his choice of where
to store his gun...)
In which room did only John leave his gun over the weekend?

I’m not sure though that this has to be a functional reading, and not some kind of ”kind” reading
(which is absent in the case of overt pronoun because intuitively speaking there is no natural sense
in which ”NP of his” can be turned into a kind. Need to be worked out).

2.
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